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THE BG NEWS

backseat riding

We went on a ride with a delivery
driver from BG Delivered. Check out
the story in PULSE | Page 6.
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Arts festival returns for 21st year Phi Mu Fraternity no longer
THE BG NEWS INVESTIGATES

Black Swamp Arts Festival showcases local, national artists downtown this weekend
By Eric Lagatta
Campus Editor

Bowling Green may be a small
midwestern town, but there’s at
least one weekend of the year
that the population more than
doubles in size, turning it into a
cultural hub.
Data from the 2012 census
pegged the city’s population at
31,000, but during the 21st annual Black Swamp Arts Festival, an
estimated 70,000 people will pour

into the city, said Barbara Ruland,
executive director of Downtown
Bowling Green.
“The restaurants are packed,
the hotels are full,” Ruland said.
“It can never be a bad thing to take
people from the region and show
them a good time and show them
what our town has to offer.”
The festival, which begins
Friday at 5 p.m. and runs until 5
p.m. on Sunday on Main Street, is
a way to promote art and connect
local artists to the community,

PRIDE

at the

Ruland said.
About 150 local and national
artists will showcase their work
in a variety of events during the
festival, sponsored by the Bowling
Green Rotary Club and the Ohio
Arts Council.
The Juried Art Show will host
112 participants, who can win up
to $1,500. Fifty local artists and
University art club members will
feature their work at the Wood

See BSAF | Page 2

PICNIC

When people think of a picnic, they
probably don’t think of a talent
show, but that is exactly what The
Big Gay Picnic is.
The Big Gay Picnic was hosted
Thursday night in the Union
Ballroom, and there was a line out
the door for students to get in.
“The turnout was great. We surpassed the turnout from previous
years so that was really awesome,”
said Tobias Spears, assistant director of LGBT Programs.
The event was hosted primarily

for freshmen so they could get an
idea of what the LGBT community
is like at the University.
“Sometimes, people don’t know
how to get involved and this event
helps them,” Spears said.
The event started with dinner
before hosts Rosie D. Riveter and
Roman Digits walked into the ballroom, dancing to music.
When Roman Digits danced
through the ballroom, he pulled
freshman Rinn West up to dance
with him.
“This was my first pride event and
[dancing with Roman Digits] was
lovely,” West said.

After the performances by Rosie
and Roman, spoken word artist
Breshea Anglen performed her own
poem about love and heartbreak.
Junior Andrew Miller was moved
by Anglen’s performance.
“Her poem was very emotional
and it really struck me,” Miller said.
“I was able to relate so well with her.”
University student Greg Harrison
performed a cover song after
Anglen’s poem, to applause from
the crowd.
The next spoken word artist
was University student Stephanie

See PICNIC | Page 2

After winning its first game against
Tulsa, this past week, the BG Football
team is set to begin MAC play at Kent
State Saturday. Check out a preview in
SPORTS. | PAGE 5

Women looking to join a sorority
this semester will find their choices
down by one.
Phi Mu Fraternity ceased to be a
sorority on campus in July.
The national organization,
which is headquartered in Georgia,
suspended chapter operations for
the University chapter on July 10,
due to “low membership.”
“It really was a big shock to us,”
said Anna Cleveland, former chapter president for the University
chapter of Phi Mu.
The chapter wasn’t able to meet
a goal of 50 members set by the
national organization, but the
members tried, Cleveland said.
“We’d had a trend of low [recruitment] numbers,” Cleveland said.
The chapter hadn’t met its
recruitment quota since 1996, with
an uptick in 2003, said Megan Rose,
the former membership director
for the chapter.
“It was just that [the national
organization] feels without the
appropriate number of members,
we can’t achieve the standard of
sisterhood,” Rose said. “We don’t
want to cut anyone short of what
Phi Mu has to offer.”
This past spring, the chapter had
40 total members, which is about
half of the quota set out by nationals and the University, Rose said.
According to an email response
from Phi Mu Fraternity National
President Kris Bridges, “dedicated
chapter officers, chapter members,
local advisers and national Phi
Mu officers worked diligently to
increase chapter membership, but
without enough success to sustain
a thriving chapter at BGSU.”
Though the national organization only stated low membership
numbers as the reason, Holly
Grunn, adviser of the Panhellenic
Greek Council at the University,
said she thinks there’s more.
“I think it was more than just

Show us your BG Student ID
and receive
priced merchandise
only. Not valid with other offers
your entire purchase. Regular
or prior purchases.

By Amber Petkosek
Social Media Editor

The Honors Learning Community
moved from the Harshman
Quadrangle to Founders Hall this
year to better accommodate students.
The Honors Learning Community is
an academic program where students
can live and take certain credit hours
to later graduate with honors. Students
can be in the Honors Program without
living in the community.
Jodi Devine, director of the Honors
Learning Community, said the community moved for various reasons.

ID

Like us on

See PHI MU | Page 2

“We wanted to be more centrally
located and we also wanted to have
housing that met the needs of both
our freshman and our upperclass
students,” she said.
The honors community has moved
approximately 10 times since its creation, Devine said.
The amount of students in the
community has increased dramatically since the move this year,
Devine said.
Last year, the honors community
had about 200 students, and this year

See HONOR | Page 2

WHo would you like to see perform
at the black arts swamp festival?

“Red Hot Chili Peppers,
my all time favorite!”

Mercedes Chumbley
Sophomore, Marine Biology

Be in style on campus for up to 70% less
Plato’s Closet features gently used fashions from the biggest brands: Abercrombie
and Fitch, Holister, Gap, American Eagle, Forever Twenty One and more.
We buy and sell. Cash on the spot for your cool stuff!
Only 15 Minutes Away From BG

Student

recruitment, there were a number
of goals their headquarters had set
... [there may have been] concerns
there,” she said. “I think there’s just
a lot of things that make a chapter
successful.”
Though she said it wasn’t the
main reason, Cleveland also said
the chapter had been having financial problems.
“In college, sometimes it’s hard
to pay $80 a month, sometimes
people struggle with that,” she said,
referring to chapter membership
dues, which are paid to the national organization.
Without more members, the
chapter had trouble with funding,
which it gets from membership
dues, Rose said.
During the spring semester, the
national organization didn’t let the
chapter host open houses, which
Rose said was due to the members’
“personality.”
“We’re not the cheerleaders of
the school, we’re not the peppiest
or the loudest,” Rose said. “I think
they wanted to look at it a different
way because we’re different than
other Phi Mu chapters.”
The chapter was charged with
meeting the goal, but wasn’t
allowed to use open houses to
do it, which had previously been
the chapter’s biggest recruitment
tool, Rose said.
Instead, the chapter hosted
“Sprite dates.” This recruiting
method featured members meeting with potential new members
one on one, Cleveland said.
The chapter was able to recruit
more than 10 new women, but
some dropped and others graduated, and the chapter didn’t
have enough new members,
Cleveland said.
The national organization sent
a letter to each of the members of
the chapter explaining why operations were suspended. Cleveland,

Location to accomodate 50% more incoming students

This week Managing Editor Alex Alusheff
reminds us that there are many lessons
that we don’t learn in class. Some of
those lessons, may even include a gas
can and an open fire | PAGE 4

Save Big on your
Brand Faves

PC5048-BTS Print Ad- 10_667x2 Toledo b.indd 1

By Danae King
Editor-in-Chief

Stop, drop and roll

BG Football back in action

10% off

Low recruitment leads national organization to close it

Honors program expands,
moves to Founders

Big Gay Picnic showcases LGBT groups on campus, hosts performers, poets
By Dylanne Petros
Copy Chief

chapter at University

New Location!

Perrysburg Superstore
144 South Boundary

Sylvania
5644 Monroe St.

419-873-8600

419-517-7700

Open Mon-Sat 10AM - 9PM
Sun Noon - 6PM
www.PlatosClosetToledo.com

8/21/13 10:37 AM
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BLOTTER |

Check out the interactive blotter
map at BGNEWS.COM

WED., SEPT. 4
2:46 P.M.

Dougoutigui Bayoh, 23, of
Bowling Green, was arrested for criminal trespass,
possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia within the 1200
block of E. Poe Road. He
was lodged in the Wood
County Justice Center.

Roman Digits and Rosie D. Riveter close out their performance at the Big Gay Picnic.

1 A.M.

picnic
From Page 1

Complainant reported an
assault near East Court and
North Prospect streets.
1:42 A.M.

Amanda Annette
Sanderson, 22, of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a vehicle impaired
within the 300 block of E.
Napoleon Road.

Longmire. Longmire recited
her own original poem about
the idea of normalcy and
what it is like to have family
members confront you about
being gay.
The artists received a
standing ovation before leaders of the LGBT student organizations came onstage.
Each president talked
for about five minutes to
describe their organization

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

phi
mu
From Page 1

area, Cleveland said, as,
come October, the women
in good standing with the
sorority will be granted
alumni status.
“You can still be
involved when you’re an
alumni,” Rose said. “At
that point it’s people who
really cares about the
philanthropy, about the
things that matter.”
Phi Mu national headquarters has given the campus Panhellenic a “statement of intent to return”
to the University “at such a
time that sorority membership is growing and a Phi Mu
chapter could be successful there,” according to the
response from Bridges.

Rose and Grunn declined
to show the letter to The
BG News. The national
organization didn’t reply
when asked.
The women who lived in
the Phi Mu house on campus
had to find a new place to live
and a way to stay involved in
the campus’ Greek community, Cleveland said.
“Nothing has changed
for me,” Rose said. “I’m still
going to participate in the
typical activities.”
The women intend to
begin an alumni chapter in
the Bowling Green, Toledo

Phi Mu by the numbers
Spring 2013
Phi Mu

Average

Members

46

64

New
Members

8

6

New Members
Retained

6

16

Involved %

41%

66.69%

Money to
Philanthropies

$100

$1,906.56

Money donated
per member

$0

$27

Community
service Hours

231

755

*Numbers pulled from the University website.
Averages approximate, calculated from a total of 13
Panhellenic sororities

10 pm til 2:30 am
ERIC CHASE &

MEAGHAN MICK

of the Morning Rush Show
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green H clazel.net H facebook.com/clazel

THIS FALL, OCTOBER 2013

THURS., SEPT. 5

FRI & SAT NIGHTS

and inform the audience of
meeting times.
“We let people know that
freshmen have a room full
of people they can rely on,”
said sophomore Danny
Rivera, liaison for the Trans
Awareness Group.
There are at least six LGBT
groups on campus freshman
can join.
Freshman Kayla Bethel
went to the event to see what
groups there are on campus.
“I want to get extremely
involved in the LGBT community,” Bethel said.

Emily reith | THE BG NEWS

Freshman Kalie Hersh’s
favorite part of the show was
Rosie’s performances.
“She is real about herself and that is awesome,”
Hersh said.
Gary Strain, who plays
Rosie D. Riveter, hosted
the event for the second
year with Digits and is
happy with the outcome of
the event.
“The show was phenomenal and the turnout was
awesome,” Strain said. “The
energized crowd makes me
happy.”

they have about 300.
Junior Anna Voinovich,
who lived in the community
her freshman year and is still
a part of the Honors Program,
said she was told there were no
open spaces in the community
when she talked to Devine.
“In Harshman, there
was always open space, you
could sign up Aug. 24 asking
to live there and there would
be plenty of room,” she said.
“They actually didn’t even
have enough space for everyone because it’s so popular.”
Students in the honors community have many opportunities to take trips to places
like Stratford, Ontario, for a
Shakespeare festival. They
also have opportunities outside of the classroom as well.
Kacee Snyder, the interim assistant director of the
Honors Program, said students living in this community are generally serious about
their academics.
“They want to be in a community where academics is
important to them,” she said.

The new location may
attract more students
because it is in a prime location, Devine said.
“Founders is a desirable
place for students to live,”
she said.
Voinovich said she thinks
the move is going to be beneficial for the community.
“Founders is closer to the
part of campus that most
people spend time on,” she
said. “The fact that it’s in a
[residence hall] that other
people are currently in, they
can see it and possibly think
about joining.”
One thing Voinovich said
would be negative about the
move is the price difference
between Harshman and
Founders.
“Financially, Harshman
is cheaper to live in than
Founders,” she said. “So for students that are struggling financially, Founders is going to cost
them more,” she said.
The community is undergoing construction and is
scheduled to finish after fall
break, where there will be a
classroom added to Founders
as well the Honors Program
faculty.

File Photo

People explore the booths at 2012’s Black Swamp Arts Festival. This year’s festival will take place Friday through Sunday.

BSAF
From Page 1

County Invitational. Still
others will take a more
hands-on approach, crafting
their art on site in front of
an audience during Artists
at Work.
There are also events for
the kids.
The Youth Arts Village,
sponsored by Kiwanis
International, features art
activities for kids like tie dye
and face paint. High schools
will participate in the Chalk
Walk, presented by Fifth
Third Bank. In this chalk
mural competition, teams
can win up to $500 for their
art department.
But that’s not the only
artistic medium at the
festival.
Local and national music
acts will perform throughout the festival on one of
three music stages; a main
stage, an acoustic stage and
a family stage.

About 30 acts will perform
throughout the weekend,
said Alex Hann, chair of the
site and logistics committee.
Amy Craft, owner of For
Keeps located on Main
Street, has been on the concessions committee for 15
years. Craft’s father, Floyd,
was a co-founder of the festival in 1993.
For Craft, the festival is
an integral part of the community, highlighting the
array of shops and restaurants in the city and drawing people from across the
world to the area.
“As a downtown business
owner, it’s so important to
remind people that we have
a vibrant downtown,” Craft
said. “Over the years, we’ve
developed into a festival that
people purposefully come
back to Bowling Green for.”
Less than a month after
the previous festival ended,
planning for this one began,
an endeavor that brought
the community together,
Ruland said.

“It’s so important
to remind people
that we have a
vibrant downtown.”

to the festival for anyone
with a BG1 ID. Stops will be
behind Hanna Hall, Meijer,
BG High School, the fairgrounds and the police division.

Schedule:
Amy Craft | For Keeps Owner Friday, Sept. 6:
“It takes the support of Main stage and conthe whole community to cessions: 5 p.m. to
put this thing together,” Midnight
she said.
University students are
even volunteering their
time. For instance, some
students will assist in
recycling efforts by sorting plastics and cardboard
from trash.
At this past year’s festival, the effort reduced
dumpster use from three to
two, Hann said.
“It not only reduced landfill, it also save the festival
money,” he said.
For students looking
for a way to get there, the
University will sponsor
a free shuttle bus service

Saturday, Sept. 7:
Festival Hours: 10
a.m. to Midnight
Art Exhibits: 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
Youth Arts Area: 11
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 8:
Festival Hours: 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m (Art Exhibits,
Music, Concessions)
Youth Arts Area: 12
p.m. to 5 p.m.

Check out BGNews.com for coverage of the talk
given by Kenyan Ambassador Njeri Kamau on Thursday
www.preferredpropertiesco.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday | 8am - 11:30am &
12:30pm - 4:30pm
419 Lehman Ave. | 419.352.9378

ia

Find a Place to Call Home
(1 Bedroom & Eﬃciency Houses Also Available)

Now Renting

2013-2014
School Year

Birchwood 650 6th St.
(Small pets welcome)

Fox Run Apartments
216 S. Mercer Rd.

Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.
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Church Directory
We invite you to worship
with us and look forward to
meeting you soon!

h2o Engaging,
Informing & Inspiring

A

re you looking for a church while
you’re at college? Are you looking
for a way to connect with hundreds of
other students? Then h2o Church could be the
place for you.
Every Sunday at 11 a.m. and 5:45 p.m.
in the Union, students of all backgrounds
come together at h2o to worship, listen to
a message based in the Bible, and connect
with one another. “Sundays are the main
front door to our church,” said Pastor Rob
Warren. “If you are coming for the first
time, you can expect an atmosphere that is
friendly and comfortable, teachings that are
Biblical, challenging, and honest, and music
that is loud, upbeat, and always about Jesus.”
The church averaged between 400 and 500
students at their weekly services last year and
is hoping to connect with even more students
this year.
While h2o’s main gatherings occur on
Sundays, the church has much more going
on throughout the week, including their Life
Groups, which are another key focus of the
church. “Life Groups are really the heart of our
church,” said Ronnie Goble, h2o member and
BGSU football player. He continued, “They are
a place to connect with other students and study

St. Mark’s
Lutheran Church
Welcome Students!

Let BGSU feed your brains and let St. Mark’s feed your soul

Make Yourself at Home

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
315 South College, Bowling Green | 419-353-9305

If you don’t believe in the power of prayer today,
just wait until finals
Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m.
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.

Church on campus
Sundays @ 10 am | Olscamp 101
Roll out of bed and come as you are.
We’ll provide the coffee.

Bowling Green Alliance Church
An International/Intergenerational Church

1161 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
www.bgalliance.org

www.bgalliance.org

If you want to find out more about h2o, stop
by one of their many events this week or check
out their website at www.h2ochurch.com. Many
students have found this church to be a great
place to meet other students and explore God.

Sunday Services: 11:00am & 5:45pm - BTSU
Life Group: 9pm - Various campus locations

Saturday Mass - 5pm
Sunday Mass - 10am & 5pm
Located at 425 Thurstin Ave.

Sunday Worship

Sunday Mass - 9pm
BTSU Multipurpose Room

10:00 am
amTraditional
Sunday Holy
Communion
10:00
Service
with Holy Communion

T
uesday Evening
Wednesday
Evening
FOCUS meets at Starbucks in the Union at 7:00pm. FOCUS engages in
open minded religious discussion about topics of student interest.

“All are Welcome”

www.stjohnsbg.org
(419) 353-0881
E. Wooster
St.from Harshman Quad
corner of Wooster &1503
Mercer,
across
corner of Wooster & Mercer, Across from Harshman Quad

LifePoint
Community Church
Sunday Service
5:00pm

a community church that meets on campus

Welcome Students

h2o also has many other ways to get involved.
There is a group of students who takes trips to
Toledo and serves at Cherry Street Mission, a
homeless ministry. Another group helps with The
Daughter Project, a local group working to end
human trafficking. Additionally, there are weekly
leadership groups, plus opportunities to serve
with kids, music, video, and more. “If you want
to get involved, there is so much going on at
h2o. If you are not sure where to serve, just ask
the people…that is what our church is really all
about,” said Amber Dudley a leader at h2o and
BGSU student.

St. John’s Episcopal Church

Facebook.com/LifePointBG
brooksidechurch.net

the Bible in an interactive way. For me, this is
one of the biggest places I found my faith while
I have been here at college. I got answers to the
questions I had about God.” Life Groups meet all
around campus, typically on Thursday nights at 9
pm, and they’re open to all students.

701 West Poe Road, Bowling Green

St.
St. Aloysius
Aloysius
Catholic Church
Catholic
Church
We’re on the corner of Summit & Clough St.

(419) 352-4195

W E E K EMASSES
ND MASSES
WEEKEND
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON
SAT: 5:30PM SUN:8, 10, and 12 NOON

Wednesdays @ 7:30
Room 308 Student Union

419.352.7555

Veri as

Catholic Christian Life Group

First United Methodist Church
W E L C O M E S

Y O U

T O

Your Home Away From Home!

Sunday Worship

Schedule Begins August 25

8:45am Nontraditional Service
10:00am All Ages Sunday School
11:00am Traditional Service
Join a small group, sing in the choir, serve in
missions or be “adopted” by one of our church
families through our Adopt-A-Student program!
Across Wooster Street from the Stroh Center
1526 East Wooster St. | Bowling Green
419-353-0682
Check us out on Facebook for more information:
Facebook.com/FUMCBG

FORUM
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
“Twenty One Pilots.”

4

Who would you like to see perform at the Black Swamp Arts Festival?
“Imagine Dragons.”

“Mumford and Son.s”

“Time Flys.”

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM

Sabrina Lewis
Sophomore,
Neuoroscience

Lizzie Andrus
Sophomore,
Marine Biology

Life lessons often come
from outside classroom
alex alusheff
Managing editor

I’ve done a lot of dumb
things in college.
The dumbest thing
happened Sunday, when
I ignited a poor excuse for
a fire with a gas can.
Two seconds later, I
found myself sprinting with a f laming gas
can past my friends’ cars
before chucking it in the
abandoned yard across
from my house, lighting
the yard and fence on fire
in the process.
Do you remember in
“Lord of the Rings: The
Two Towers,” when the
Uruk-Hai sprints with
the torch to blow up the
wall at Helms Deep? Yeah
it felt like that— a death
sprint.
While I was trying to get
rid of the gas can, which
caught fire on the hose
and handle, I was thinking of one thing— “get rid
of it before you die.”
When I chucked it into
the yard, no explosion
came. It hit the ground
and went out.

The best part of this
story was that I wasn’t
even drinking, although I
still wanted to puke from
the shock of what I had
just done.
I quickly ran to the
gas can to stop it from
pouring out and carried
it back into the garage,
reeking of gasoline.
I came back to an
onslaught of laughs and
half-insults, but I didn’t
mind it. I was just glad
everyone was okay, especially my buddy Spencer,
who was leaning in the
fire trying to get it started
when it lit up like napalm.
Sorry Spencer.
There are some things
you do in life that make
you realize how close you
can be to death. This was
just one of the few I’ve
done.
I plan on doing more
idiotic things before
I graduate, as I have a
bucket list [that was not
one of them, honestly],
but I’ll be sure not to start
fires with gasoline anymore.
I’ll stick to lighter f luid.

Respond to Alex at
thenews@bgnews.com

The Forum’s Three Things to Make You
Look Smart Next Week:

1. Knowing what’s going in Syria.
President Obama is asking Congress to
approve military action against the Middle
Eastern country.

2. Getting your Black Swamp party hat on.
The 21st annual Black Swamp Arts Festival,
going on this weekend in downtown
Bowling Green, is the largest free festival in
Ohio.

3. Watching out for old stoners.
A new report released this week by the U.S.
government shows that while illegal drug use
among minors has decreased, it has more
than doubled since 2012 among people age
50 - 54.

THE BG NEWS
DANAE KING, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 | Phone: (419) 372-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

Audra Facinelli
Senior,
Health Care Administration

Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Bryant Miesle
Sophomore,
Political Science

President Obama’s education goals are insufficient
Julie Haught
Faculty Colummist

President Obama wants to
make college more affordable for those in the middle
and lower economic classes. A
sentiment few would disagree
with.
Last month he announced
his plan during an address at
SUNY Buffalo (full text available at http://www.whitehouse.gov).
Obama noted that education means both opportunities for the individual and
greater good for society.
Drawing from his own
biography, the President
noted: “This is the country
that gave my grandfather the
chance to go to college on
the GI Bill after he came back
from World War II. This is the
country that helped my mother get through school while
raising two kids. Michelle and
I, we’re only where we are
today because scholarships
and student loans gave us a
shot at a great education.”
Inspiring testimonial, however, his proposed plan for
making college more affordable is deeply flawed.
The plan privileges “colleges that do a better job of
preparing students for graduation and a job.”
Of course colleges should
help students to graduate in

a timely fashion. And, in fact,
colleges do prepare students
for the workforce.
However, should job training be the primary function
of a bachelor’s degree? Should
the starting salary of the graduate be a primary concern?
A college’s success should
not be measured primarily
by the salaries of its alumni.
Rather, a college’s success
should be measured by how
effectively it creates an environment for students to follow
their passions, whether those
passions are economically
lucrative or not.
A woman who loves
accounting and creates innovative systems within the discipline is a success, and so,
too, is the man who uses art as
a therapeutic tool in working
with homeless teens.
When we measure success
primarily in market terms,
we reduce cultural values to
monetary values.
From poet Carolyn Forché
to CEO John Meier, the
University’s distinguished
alumni come from a wide
range of professions.
This is as it should be.
For every successful CEO
that a college can claim
among its alumni, let us hope
it also claims, with pride [as
the University does], the
poets, the public defenders,

US involvement in
Syria is pointless
ian zulick
columnist

I doubt that when the wave
of sectarian violence swept
across Iraq between 2006
and 2008 that many of us
imagined that it would find
its way to Syria.
I imagine that fewer people still could have conceived
of the level of violence that
has transformed Damascus
into a warzone.
For several years now,
the leader of Syria, Bashar
al-Assad has been waging
a repressive war against his
own people to retain his grip
on power. This violence has
caused the deaths of hundreds of thousands of civilians, and the engagements
between Syrian troops and
rebel forces show no signs of
abating.
The question has been
before the U.N. and the
western world for two years
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now as to what, if anything,
should be done about the
situation.
The general consensus is
that Assad’s war against the
rebels and the recent allegations of the use of chemical weapons against them
constitutes military action
against his regime. However,
I fear that all too often we as
Americans fall victim to such
simplistic, black and white
thinking.
The use of chemical weapons in Syria is something
the Obama administration
called a “moral obscenity.” The reason for these
harsh words against Assad’s
regime has less to do with
Syria and more to do with
the integrity of the Obama
administration.
Last summer, President
Obama said that the use of
chemical weapons in Syria
would be a ‘red line’; in other
words, it would most certainly warrant military action.

See ZULICK | Page 7

“Colleges can find
ways to cut costs
without providing
education on the
cheap.”
the investigative journalists,
the theoretical physicists; any
of those who may not be economically rich, but without
whom we would be a much
poorer society.
The President also proposes “major new reforms that
will shake up the current system, create better incentives
for colleges to do more with
less and deliver better value
for students and their families.” Here, too, his proposal is
misdirected.
“Better value” is the language of the consumer, not
the student. And, students
[current and former] have a
right to be offended to have
their academic careers characterized in terms of bargainbasement prices.
Colleges can find ways
to cut costs without providing education on the cheap.
Institutions can look to the
bloat in salaries among those
who are marginally connected to classroom instruction.
Rudy
Fichtenbaum,
President of the American
Association of University

Professors, [citing a Dec.
28, 2012 Wall Street Journal
article] notes that between
2001 and 2011, colleges and
universities hiring practices
focused on administrators
not instructors.
Focusing on research and
instruction, rather than on
administration, can contain
costs.
Finally, to address the rising costs of higher education,
taxpayers can lobby their
state and federal legislators
to increase the state share of
instruction while providing
additional federal assistance.
At this University, for instance,
the state share of the projected
budget for 2014 is a mere 23
percent whereas tuition is
projected to cover 71 percent
of costs.
Imagine how many more
Ohioans could attend state
schools if the state [and federal share] of the budget were 71
percent and tuition a mere 23
percent of the overall budget.
President Obama’s focus on
higher education is essential
to the health and well being of
not only our economy, but our
democracy as well. That’s why
his current plan is so depressingly inadequate.

Respond to Julie at
thenews@bgnews.com

Redefine yourself
through new experiences
Emily gordon
columnist

Arguably the most common
piece of advice given to students is to “be yourself.”
But how can you “be yourself” if you don’t know who
you are?
Think of your time at the
University as your golden
opportunity to find out.
In a reflection paper
assigned during the first
week back to school, I was
posed with the following
questions and more about
my identity:
“Who am I?”
“Who do I want to be?”
“How am I different from
others and how do these differences impact our lives?”
Before coming to the
University, I would have
described myself as a
young student in northwest
Ohio on the path to independence and satisfaction
through whatever career

choice I chose.
Now, I look back and marvel at the vagueness and
generality I supplied about
myself.
Not only does my description sound like a stock character in a boring novel, but
I appear to only care about
what I can get from the
world instead of what I can
give to it.
Now, as a senior, not only
do I know more about myself,
but I’ve also learned multitudes about those around
me, thanks to the variety of
classes I’ve taken and experiences I’ve had here.
Classes on different cultures like ethnic and women’s studies, along with the
internships I’ve had and
groups I’ve joined, have
greatly impacted my life.
I learned and continue to
learn that experiencing the
world around us helps give
people insight about themselves, and only by figuring
out our own identities can we

See GORDON Page 7
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road to detroit

starts here...

Steven W. Echard | THE BG NEWS

BG Football runs out of the tunnel for warm ups agianst Tulsa University last Thursday.

BG Football gets motivated for game against Kent State, while the seniors look for their first ever win against the Golden Flashes
By Alex Krempasky
Sports Editor

Saturday’s football game
at Kent State University’s
Dix Stadium marks potentially the most important
Mid-American Conference
game on the Falcons’ 2013
schedule.
BG is coming off a 34-7 win
against reigning ConferenceUSA champion Tulsa and
Kent State is coming off a
17-10 win over FCS opponent
Liberty University.
The Golden Flashes struggled against Liberty and won
the game on a touchdown
pass late in the fourth quarter. However, though Kent
State won the game, they
saw their Heisman hopeful
running back, Dri Archer, sit

most of the game with a leg
injury, but is now listed as
day-to-day leading into the
weekend.
“I think we’re prepared to
play with him,” head coach
Dave Clawson said. “They
know what’s at stake in this
game and I’m sure if they
could have him healthy for
one week in the next three,
it’s going to be this game.
So, we’ve got to prepare for
him and I’d be very surprised if he’s not out there
in practice before the game
running around.”
Saturday’s matchup is
somewhat of a revenge game
against Kent State. The
Golden Flashes went 8-0 in
regular-season conference
games this past season, which

included a 31-24 thriller at Doyt
Perry Stadium in mid-November. If BG won that game, it
would have solidified a spot in
the MAC Championship game
against the Northern Illinois
Huskies.
The 2013 senior class has
faced Kent State three times
but Kent beat BG in all three
matchups.
“The
motivation
is
that this could be a MAC
Championship game,” senior
offensive lineman Dominic
Flewellyn said. “We take
every MAC game as a MAC
Championship week. If we
come out with the mindset that every game that
we’ve got to win is a MAC

See PREVIEW | Page 8

Players to watch

Quarterback Matt
Johnson made his first start
of his collegiate career last
Thursday against Tulsa. He
led the Falcons to a 34-7 win
while throwing for 151 yards
and rushing for 53 yards.

Wide Receiver Ryan
Burbrink was named MidAmerican East Division
Special Teams player of the
week as well as National
Punt returner of the week
by the College Football
Performance Awards. For
his 76 punt return yards and
his 67 yard punt return for a
touchdown.

Linebacker Paul Swan
led the Falcons in tackles
against Tulsa with seven.
He and the linebacking core
will be essential to stop Dri
Archer Saturday afternoon.

Falcons think ‘defense first’
against two ranked teams
By Cameron Teague
Robinson
Assistant Sports Editor

The BG Men’s soccer
team will compete in the
Panthers Invitational in
Milwaukee this weekend.
They will play against
Ma rquette Universit y
Saturday afternoon at
6 p.m. and conclude
the t wo-team inv itational Sunday against
Milwaukee at 12 p.m.
“We use each day to
get better and work on
things so we can be better ever y day,” senior
Rya n Snasha ll sa id.
“Once the first game is
over we mentally move
on to the next one.”
T he Fa lcon s have
won t wo of their f irst
t hree ga mes w it h t he
on ly except ion bei ng
a t ie aga i nst No. 14
ranked Michigan. The
Fa lcons now enter a
part of their schedule
w ith four of their next
f ive opponents bei ng
ra n ked in t he top 25
w it h t he on ly exception being Ohio State.
Marquette was previously ranked as the No.

12 team in the country before losing to
Milwaukee in their season opener. Marquette is
now in the group of “other
teams receiving votes”
with 38 votes from coaches around the country.
Milwaukee with the win
against Marquette and
is now ranked 24th in the
country.
“Marquette ended the
season on a very good
roll,” head coach Eric
Nichols said. “For us
ever y game is important but our schedule
this year is crazy.”
This will be the
Falcon’s first away games
this year and will be
against two teams that
are even ranking wise
with the Michigan team
the Falcons tied earlier
this week.
“Our mentality doesn’t
change when we go on
the road,” senior Joey D’
Agostino said. “We have
an opportunity tomorrow that’s all we are
worried about it doesn’t
matter where we play.”
The Falcons are going
into this game with the
same mentality and

game plan they always
have “defense first” and
come out really tough
Snashall said.
“We are all more
focused on what we are
going to do,” D’Agostino
said. “Rather than focusing on what the other
team is doing.”
This weekend they
will work to have strong
performances and put
themselves in a position to win the games,
Nichols said.
“We need to be in
positions to win these
games late in the game,”
Nichols said. “I would
love for us to play two
spotless games, but I’m
sure that is not going to
be the case. So when we
are off we want those
spells not to be very long
and we when we are on
we want to score goals.”
For the second straight
weekend, the Falcons
will be tested against
a top 25 team but this
weekend it will be two
teams instead of one.
“If we play the game we
know we can we should
be good this weekend,”
Snashall said.

zach schewee defends the ball from the Michigan attacker.

katie logsdon | THE BG NEWS
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Customers call in and place an order of
what they would like to have. The order can
be anything except for alcohol, narcotics or
Chipotle. The order is then sent as an email
to a delivery driver’s iPad.

Business delivers items, food to customers
Story by Geoff Burns | Photos by Steven W. Echard

A $6.30 order for Burger King was placed at BG Delivered and the delivery process had begun.
Senior and co-owner Cody Peacock started the delivery business in June, which delivers
anything to anyone, whether it be fiesta potatoes with a large Mountain Dew Baja Blast
from Taco Bell or a video game from Wal-Mart. Although the business delivers the needs of
its customers, alcohol, narcotics and Chipotle are the only exceptions.
After the order was placed in the office, University senior and driver Stephen Zenner

See RIDE | Page 7

2.

Once the driver receives the email of the
order, they know what to get and where
to go in order to make the delivery. A
business credit card is used to pay for the
order and customers can pay using cash or
credit.

3.

Fifty cents of each order goes towards the
driver’s gas. Drivers fill up on gas an average of twice a week. If a customer uses a
card it can be swiped through the driver’s
Square that is attached to their iPad.

Quartet overcomes distance,
rehearses through Skype
University student connects practices with Florida singers
By Seth Weber
Web Editor

Not many musical groups live
1,000 miles away from each other,
but The Sunny Boys quartet makes
it work.
Junior Nick Gordon started
the barbershop-styled quartet,
an a capella style, while working
at Disney World in Orlando during November and December 2012.
While he was there, he roomed with
Christian Diaz, who is also a singer.
Diaz had two other friends, Eddie
Mejia and Albert Rico, from Miami
who sang, so he and Gordon formed
The Sunny Boys in January 2013.
Gordon moved back to Ohio soon
after the group formed, which made
rehearsing difficult. Because of this,
the group used Skype.
“A majority of our rehearsals
were done through Skype,” Gordon
said. “The three of them would get
together and then I would Skype in
and listen to them and try to coach.”
The group did, however, get
together for the Barbershop
Harmony Society’s International
Convention in Toronto.
The convention is a competition
between barbershop singers from
throughout the world.
While Gordon didn’t get help

from the University for travel, he
did get a grant from Pro Musica,
which is an organization that gives
money to students who want to do
things involved with music so they
can further their musical skills,
Gordon said.
The grant didn’t pay for all of the
travel expenses, but it did cover a lot
of the cost.
“I definitely wouldn’t have been
able to afford it had it not been for
the help they gave me,” he said.
The Sunny Boys placed second
in the world during the competition. Gordon said although there
isn’t a cash prize, coming so far in
the competition brings status to
the group.
“If you get higher status, the more
popular you’re going to be and the
more shows you’re going to get and
the higher you’ll be able to charge,”
Gordon said. “So I guess it does kind
of come with a little extra money.”
Although the group does make
money for shows, Diaz says he’s in
it because he loves the feeling of
singing.
“There’s something about the
chords, about the music, it’s just
something special,” he said. “When
you ring a chord, your life changes.”

See QUARTET | Page 7
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CYCLIST CORY Huber holds his jersey he wore while bicycling from Seattle to Washington, D.C. this summer consisting of approximately 4,000 miles.

Senior bicycles across country,
raises disability awareness with
fraternity members
By Geoff Burns
Pulse Editor

Senior Cory Huber embarked on a
4,000 mile journey this summer, on
a bicycle.
The trip started in Seattle and
ended 75 days later in Washington
D.C. as Huber and members of
his fraternity, Pi Kappa Phi, rode
through weather ranging from 32

degrees in rain to hot sunny days in
order to raise awareness for people
with disabilities. The 26th annual
voyage is known as the “Journey of
Hope” hosted by the nonprofit organization Push America, which the
fraternity founded and first hosted
in 1987.
Huber flew out with his KHS
Flight 300 bicycle to Seattle in June
and met 26 other members of his

fraternity from throughout the
country. The trip consisted of biking an average of 85 miles a day
and sleeping in churches, gym
floors, college residence halls and
hotels. Each night, the group met
up with an organization for dinner
to spend time with those who have
disabilities by doing activities such

See BIKING | Page 7
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Macklemore shouldn’t be criticized
for rapping about gay rights
ABBY WELSH
MANAGING EDITOR

One day while I was driving down
Main Street, I was listening to the
radio and a rap song came on.
Instead of immediately switching to
another station, I stopped myself as
I clung to the first line of this particular rap song: “When I was in the
3rd grade I thought I was gay.”
I’m sure most of you know what
song I am talking about. But for
those who don’t, it’s “Same Love” by
Macklemore and Ryan Lewis.
I continued to listen to the song
and turned it all the way up to hear
each word. It fascinated me like
I’m sure it did for most of you when
you first heard the song. A rap song
speaking out about an issue that has

BIKING
From Page 6
as wheelchair basketball and arts and
crafts.
Huber said he never crashed on his
bike, but the trip itself wasn’t easy,
whether it was dealing with flat tires
on a daily basis or having to go to
the emergency room to get a beetle
drained out of his ear that burrowed
its way in from sleeping on a gym
floor.
“It made me appreciate what I have
at home that many people don’t,”
Huber said. “We had no one break a
bone or go home. We had a really safe
team and it was really cool.”
Huber said the trip changed him
because he realized he takes too many

everyone conversing lately— wow.
After I heard the song I had to
listen to it again. The way it made
me feel sent chills down my spine.
I felt happy, sad and confused all at
the same time, all because of some
words. It really touched me how
this artist wrote a song about this
issue, where he touched on pretty
much every important perspective
pertaining to it.
Macklemore isn’t gay, so why
should he have a say on what people
go through who are gay? Right? That
is what I’ve read lately. People don’t
think he should have the right to
sing about an issue he personally
doesn’t have direct perspective on.
What I don’t get with their argument is, why are they pushing for
“same love” and acceptance from
everyone (including those who
are not gay) but are upset with a
song that is supporting all of these
issues solely based on the fact that

Macklemore himself isn’t gay?
Yes, these people may have obvious religious reasons, I don’t know.
However, they should not be bashing on this meaningful song because
he doesn’t have a direct perspective.
He has his own opinions, morals
and beliefs just like the rest of us.
It hurts to read these things on the
Internet about a song people should
be praising but there is rarely ever
back lash from rap songs that are
about “hoes and tricks” and whatever else.
I’m not trying to tell you what to
think about the song, because like
I said above, everyone is entitled
to their own opinions. All I am
saying is that we shouldn’t bash
on something for silly reasons like
the ones I’ve read about. Being
open-minded is a key, especially
in today’s society. So I encourage
everyone to try and do that and
unite with one another.

things for granted and to have patience.
Interacting with the clients with disabilities each night was a great feeling
because you were having an impact on
their lives, he said.
“We rode from Montana to Idaho to
Wyoming in one day and a lot of guys
had to stop because of hypothermia
and they were getting sick and I felt
terrible, but I realized that I was going
to finish no matter what,” Huber said.
“You get burnt out after a while but
there’s a greater purpose to it, which
were the people.”
President of Pi Kappa Phi, Alex Dudek,
was a part of the support team during
the trip and was in charge of making
sure the riders were safe and planning
where to stop for the next night. He said
the trip changed him personally.
“For 75 straight days we were just

interacting with these people and most
people don’t do any of that during their
lives,” Dudek said. “It’s something I want
to continue doing for the rest of my life.”
Andrew Matznick, director of team services for Push America, said the members of the organization were able to raise
$520,000 to help increase awareness for
people with disabilities. We just want to
be there for the clients, he said.
“A lot of times people with disabilities
are overlooked or stereotyped,” Matznick
said. “We want to give them the opportunity to show off who they are as a person.”
As the riders biked into Washington
D.C. to end the journey, Huber said
approximately 1,000 people were there
to watch.
“We all started breaking down a bit
because we were so happy,” Huber said.
“We reached our goal. It was euphoric.”

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

QUARTET
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Diaz has been singing barbershop since high school and
met Sunny Boys member Mejia during that time.
Gordon enjoys being in a quartet because of the friendships he makes.
“It’s almost like a little fraternity, like a brotherhood,” Diaz
said. “When you do something together that you love you create friendships as well as music that you love.”
Gordon’s singing has been aided by associate professor
Douglas Wayland, who has coached him throughout his college career.
Wayland also taught three other members of Gordon’s
other quartet, Prestige, who placed first at the 2011 international convention.
“Coaching really means you try to blend the voices ... make
sure that the parts are all balanced,” Wayland said.

zulick
From Page 4
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BG DELIVERED driver, Stephen Zenner, takes Wooster Street while delivering an order from Burger King to a customer on Wednesday night.

RIDE
From Page 6
received an email on his iPad of what the
customer needed and where to deliver it
to sent from the office. The newly added
car top lit up the title “BG Delivered”
when Zenner started his 2000 Ford
Contour. He drove out of the parking
lot behind Grounds For Thought and
pulled up to a stop sign.
“This is one of the most fun jobs I’ve
ever had,” Zenner said as he looked
both ways before continuing with the
delivery. “It’s not bad for my car either
because everywhere we order is pretty close and it helps that it’s a small
town.”
Peacock said the business has been

GORDON
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relationships with others and make
real change.
At first, each of these seemed daunting
to me.
I felt nervous and uncertain about
each of them, and also a bit embarrassed because I had little prior knowledge of the topics in question.
But once the classes, internships and
group meetings got going, all of those
negative feelings disappeared.
The opportunities I’ve jumped on at
the University have taught me about
diverse topics such as what makes
people act or think the way they do,

making more of a profit since the new
school year started. There have been six
to eight orders a day, he said.
“We’ve had a lot of positive feedback,”
Peacock said. “The opening weekend
for school was really encouraging and
great. We just continue to grow.”
Zenner had finally made it to the drivethru as he looked down to read the order
out loud from the iPad. Upon paying
for the order at the window, he used a
business credit card, which has a certain
amount of money on the account for the
orders and when the order is delivered,
the customer will pay the business back
with an additional fee on top of the original order. Zenner pulled away from the
restaurant onto Wooster Street.
“I usually only have to fill up on gas
once or twice a week,” Zenner said.

“When I do put gas into my car, I don’t
fill the tank all the way either.”
For each order, 50 cents goes toward
gas and the amount of wear on the
vehicle gets covered, so there aren’t any
drivers who have to pay out of pocket.
Twenty minutes after the order was
placed, Zenner knocked on the apartment door of junior Grant Elliott, who
has ordered from the business four previous times. Elliot heard about the delivery business from a friend.
“It’s cool and the order process is simple,” Elliot said. “I think it’s a little faster
than other delivery places.”
BG delivered will be handing out
T-Shirts and giveaways at campus fest
and is open Sunday through Wednesday
from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. and Thursday
through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 a.m.

“Do yourself a favor
and take advantage of
everything the University
has to offer.”

could make a positive difference in the
community.
Do yourself a favor and take advantage of everything the University has
to offer.
Join groups or classes that seem foreign to you.
Really listen to your peers and coworkers during your classes and internships.
You’re in college to learn, but that
doesn’t mean you can only learn from
books and assignments.
Learn from life, which is all around
you, and help yourself become a better
person as you help others.

structural inequalities in society, how
people can have privileges over others
simply because of their skin color and
other things I never fully understood
before, allowing me to better understand myself, my peers and community
members.
Class discussions offered different
perspectives and personal anecdotes
that brought the readings and assignments to life and showed me how I

Respond to Emily at
thenews@bgnews.com

Now, President Obama
must choose between looking
like a pushover and following
through on his word. Given
the almost universal condemnation of Assad’s actions
across the globe, it would
appear Obama has his work
cut out for him, but the people must realize that such an
action would be one of hubris,
not of altruism.
Even if we did invade
Syria [or if we did so alongside the U.N.] it would not go
far toward achieving lasting
peace in the region.
No one seems to be asking
what will happen once Assad’s
regime is toppled and order is
restored.
If we politically back the
election of a new leader,
we will arouse resentment
from the surrounding Arab
nations. If we step back and
let elections proceed as normal, we risk Syria going the
way of Egypt.
The underlying problem in
the unrest in the Middle East
is ultimately not political, but
religious.
The Sunni and Shiite sects
of Islam, just like the rest of

the children of Abraham, are
in the midst of an inter-Nicene
war that is now millennia old,
and one that has taken many
forms throughout the course
of history.
In many ways, Syria is a
proxy war between the Sunnis
and Shiites. There have been
fighters coming from across
the Middle East to join the
Syrian Conflict; some from as
far away as Saudi Arabia and
the Sudan.
This was always bigger than
Syria, and if the U.S. hopes to
come out of this respectably,
it must act through the United
Nations, not as a sole entity. We
made the mistake of invading
Iraq without U.N. approval, an
action whose sobering arrogance was summed up in
the words of former President
Bush: “You’re either with us, or
you’re with the terrorists.”
If the U.N. does not mitigate
crises, then it has no real purpose, and if the U.S. continues to enforce its will through
violence, then it won’t be long
before we have no more allies
left to ignore.

Respond to Ian at
thenews@bgnews.com

Want to write
for the BGNews?
Stop by 210 West
Hall for more
information on
getting started
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EA
SPORTS
VIRTUAL SHOWDOWN

DailyCrossword
Crossword Fix Fix
The The
Daily

BGSU Kent St.

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG’s season on EA Sports’
NCAA ‘14 video game. Before each game, we’ll post the results.

1

3

2

4

0 14 0 7 21
7 3 0 7 17

1 Where the Stars and
Stripes flies, familiarly
6 Approximate fig.
9 Stops on the way home?
14 Fragrant evergreens
15 "I'm underwhelmed"
16 "You __ right!"
17 Sharply inclined
18 Put on a pedestal
20 *Vice president's
official entrance march
22 Trying experience
23 Corn core
24 Church-owned Dallas sch.
27 Bygone Russian despot
28 *Anxiety-reducing
meeting opener
32 Gabor and Peron
33 Irritating sorts
34 *Hoffman's 1988 title savant
38 *Stir-fry veggie

This week’s top performers:
BGSU: QB Matt Johnson 14-33, 194 yards, 2 TD, 1 INT
Kent St.: WR Tyshon Goode 6 Rec, 83 yards, 2 TD
REAL RECORD

VIRTUAL RECORD

1-0

1-1

CAMERON T. ROBINSON

Sports Editor

the BG defense will dominate
Bowling Green -7 but
Archer and Kent’s offense.

ABBY WELSH

ALEX ALUSHEFF

News Editor

Managing Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

BG I watched Josh Cribbs and Usama Dri Archer who?
Young pose with a Dri Archer
vs. Kent Jersey at Raiders training camp,

I feel like I am going to regret this
BG will win this revenge game!
decision once people start recognizing
who I am on the street.

BG 32, Kent 10
Kent 28, BG 27
BG 34, Kent 7
The Wolverines will need a little
I hate both but I hate Michigan more. Notre Dame can throw the ball
more than Irish luck when Notre
to imaginary girlfriends ... or
Dame beats them in the Big House.
players.

BG 24, Kent 21
I hate michigan.

ND 24, UM 17
Palmettos over peaches.

ND 50, UM 0
Georgia because that is where
Usher is from.

ND 27, UM 21
ND 45, UM 20
Love Jadevon Clowney but can’t see I have nothing remotely clever.
Georgia losing two in a row to start
the season.

Georgia -3.5
San Diego State
vs. No. 3 Ohio State

USC 31, UGA 18
UGA 21, USC 20
OSU will “on down the field” many I guess I will pick Ohio State but it
times against the 0-1 Aztecs.
will be close.

USC 35, UGA 22
If marijuana grew on trees, it
would be the buckeye tree.

Ohio State -28 OSU 54, SDSU 10
Cincinnati
vs. Illinois
Cincinnati -8
San Jose State
vs. No. 5 Stanford
Stanford -25
Overall record

Classified Ads

419-372-0328

ALEX KREMPASKY

No. 6 South Carolina
vs. No. 11 Georgia

The BG News
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Week two. Week one
down and the records are
pretty even. Check back
every week to see our editors picks.

Michigan -4

1 End result
2 Indian stringed instruments
3 New York lake near
Syracuse
4 Information-eliciting
negotiation tactic
5 Furry friends'
protection org.
6 Jannings of
classic cinema
7 Beguiles
8 Cosa Nostra
9 Indonesian island
10 Operatic showstopper 37 Agree wordlessly
38 RR stop
11 "__ who?"
39 __Sweet: aspartame
12 WNW's opposite
13 Landscaper's purchase 41 Beautyrest
mattress maker
19 Shortened wd.
21 Three-time A.L. batting 43 Cattle poker
44 Get established
champ Tony
in a new planter
24 Hop, __ and jump
45 Musical liability
25 Parcel (out)
46 Italian cheese
26 Constellation bear
47 Has an inkling
29 Recycle bin item
48 Lawn neateners
30 Thames school
52 Followed a
31 "How cute!"
curved path
32 CPR pros
53 Mr. Clean target
34 Handles the oars
54 "The Cosby
35 Extremely dry
Show" son
36 Roadside retreats
55 Rolled sandwich
56 Used a trowel
57 Prefix with lateral
40 "Ready __, here ..."
58 QB scores
41 Leave speechless
42 *Endurance-building
full-speed run
45 Zap with a weapon
49 '60s militant campus org.
50 Sleep phase initials
51 Elevated
53 Weather advisory, and hint to
the starts of the answers to
starred clues
56 Entrance whose top half
opens separately
59 Stop
60 Not warranted
61 Man-mission link
62 Champing at the bit
63 Thingy
64 Chef's meas.
65 Smeltery refuse

preview
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No. 14 Notre Dame
vs. No. 17 Michigan
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UGA 50, USC 0
Ohio state for obvious reasons.

OSU 47, SDSU 0
OSU 90, SDSU 5
I’m not a fan of any Cincinnati I have friends who go to Cincinnati that’s I don’t even know what I am
team but UC will beat Illinois. my only reasoning.
doing anymore.

OSU 70, SDSU 14
Forget the haters cuz somebody loves
yaaaaa.

UC 31, Illinois 28
South Bay battle, gotta go with the
trees after SJSU beat BG in the
Military Bowl .

UC 15, Illinois 0
I DON’T KNOW.

Stanford 41, SJSU 10

5-1

UC 28, Illinois 17
UC 5, Illinois 2
Stanford just so I can enjoy seeing San Hey, I remember San Jose State.
Cue sad trombone.
Jose State lose.

Stanford 42, SJSU 9

4-2

Stanford 100, SJSU 84

4-2

Stanford 43, SJSU 17

4-2

Women’s soccer prepares for
tough match against IUPUI
®

®

Falcons look to overcome close loss last weekend, break IUPUI home win streak
By Tara Jones
Reporter

The BG women’s soccer team will have
the opportunity to overcome their loss
to Butler as they take on IUPUI Sept. 8,
in Indianapolis at 1 p.m.
The Falcons fell to Butler 2-1 in OT at
home last Saturday. The Falcons now
sit at 0-2 for the season as they go to
Indianapolis this weekend.
In order to maintain the momentum from the Butler game, head coach
Lindsay Basalyga looks to “fine tune”
what her team is good at and present the
best form of that on the field. “For us, it’s
about figuring out what works for us and
the style of play that we want to play and
commit to who we are trying to become
as a program. We’re not focusing too
much on what other teams are doing.”
Coach Basalyga looks to improve
the team’s transitions from defense to
offense, to create more dangerous scoring opportunities and to keep posses-

“Sometimes that means
risking your face… it’s
a matter of whatever it
takes to keep the ball out
of the back of the net.”
Lindsay Basalyga | Head Coach
sion of the ball. Her main focus this
week however is the ability to keep the
other team from scoring for Sunday’s
game. “The players just have to commit
to keeping the ball out of the back of
the net,” said Basalyga. “Sometimes that
means risking your face … it’s a matter
of whatever it takes to keep the ball out
of the back of the net.”
The Falcons will face a team this
weekend in IUPUI that is undefeated on
their home turf. IUPUI currently sits at
2-1-1 overall and 2-0-1 at home.

Co-captain Alyssa Carmack is not
worried about the added pressure of
IUPUI’s undefeated record at home
however. Rather, she knows her team
must focus on their identity first and
foremost. “I don’t think there’s any pressure on us,” Carmack said. “Like coach
always says, we don’t have any pressure
®
this year. It’s about us. We’re focusing
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Championship game then
that’s the motivation we
need enough.”
At the time of this past The BG News will not knowingly accept
season’s matchup with advertisements that discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
Kent State, the Golden individual or group on the basis of race,
sex, color, creed, religion, national oriFlashes were ranked No. 25 gin, sexual orientation, disability, status
a veteran, or on the basis of any other
in the AP poll and the vic- as
legally protected status.
tory over BG pushed Kent The BG News reserves the right to decline,
State into the No. 23 spot discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found to be defamatory,
in both the AP and the BCS lacking in factual basis, misleading or
false in nature. All advertisements are
poll. This season the tables subject to editing and approval.
have turned a little bit. BG
received nine votes in the
AP poll this week while Kent
State received none.
“We want to be a ranked
Help Wanted
football team,” Clawson
said. “We want to be a top-25,
ATTENTION dance students!
then a top-20 and we want
Looking for student to provide
all of those things to happen dance instruction to female teen.
Contact: sjsmetz@bgsu.edu
for our program, but those
things don’t happen unless
Dominos Pizza now hiring
we win on the football field. delivery drivers and inside help.
After one game, we’re not Apply at store at 425 E. Wooster.
raising a banner saying ‘hey
Employees needed to perform
we got votes.’ Our goals are
light production work w/ flex
to win the MAC and to get to hours. Must work at least 15 hrs
per week, can be FT, many
Detroit, and in order for that
students work here, easy
to happen, we’ve got to take BGSU
walk from campus! Pay is
care of business this week. If $7.85/hr. Pick up application at:
it doesn’t happen, we won’t Advanced Specialty Products,Inc.
428 Clough St, BG, OH.
get to Detroit and we won’t
be ranked.”
Looking for music student for
Kickoff between BG and private in-home violin lessons for
Kent State is scheduled for teen. Contact: sjsmetz@bgsu.edu
a 12 p.m. start. Follow BG
Part time art instructor needed!
News Sports for live updates
Montessori School of BG,
from Dix Stadium on K-7th grades; approx 8 hours/wk.
Send resume & letter of intent to:
Facebook and Twitter.
515 Sand Ridge Rd, BG, OH.

For Rent
**1 or 2 BR apts avail NOW!
also Rooms and Studio Apts.
CartyRentals.com / 419-353-0325

Get up-to-theminute updates
on BG sports
on Facebook
and Twitter!
Follow
@BGNewsSports

#164

2BR apt avail Aug, $490/mo.

D 419-409-1110
I R E C T orO419-352-4456.
R Y

www.rutterdudleyrentals.com

#164

Roommate needed to share furn
Dhouse
I R close
E Cto Tcampus,
O R Yflex lease
option, $300/mo + shared utils,
pets ok, call 419-308-7763.

®
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